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8D Jiangnan Gastronomic Delights
+ Wuzhen Watertown Free Additional Tour

🍴 MEALS

💼 ADDITIONAL TOUR

• South Lake - Mid-Lake Island
• West Lake Cruise
• The Presidential Palace • Yuantouzhu
• Wuzhen
• Old Gate East
• Dong Shui Guan Ming City Wall
• Fuzimiao • Sun Yat-sen's Mausoleum
• Chong’an Temple • The Bund
• Nanjing Road • City God Temple

• Special Meals: Jiaohua Chicken, Dongpo
Pork, Farmhouse Flavor, Watertown Flavor,
Qianlong Banquet, Taihu Pork Ribs, Huaiyang
Flavor, Salted Duck, Nanjing Da Pai Dang,
Shangri-La Hotel luxury buffet

• Complimentary Tour worth SGD$100
(Originally Optional): Suzhou Taihu National
Wetland Park + Wuzhen East Area
+ Night Tour Nanjing Confucius Temple

DAY 1

DAY 3

, HIGHLIGHTS

Singapore
Suzhou

✈

Shanghai -

- Dinner Set off from Changi International Airport to
Shanghai Pudong Airport. Upon arrival proceed
to Suzhou.

DAY 2

Suzhou - Wuzhen (About 40mins)
- Hangzhou (About 1.5hrs)

- Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner After breakfast, take a boat trip along the
Suzhou Taihu National Wetland Park. It is the
core part of Taihu Lake Scenic Avenue and a
good location for photographers to shoot Taihu
Lake. The park is made up of eight landscapes,
such as windmill shadows, trestle exploration,
leisurely double pavilion, eight immortals
crossing the sea, gull heron returning, reed
maze, ﬁshing boat singing late, and sunset
listening to the waves. It mainly provides habitat
for birds and ﬁsh.

🏠 ACCOMMODATION
• 5 Hotel Throughout
• 2 Nights at Nanjing International 5 hotel

🏬 SHOPPING
• Group Shopping: Tea, Latex, Pearl and Jade.

Hangzhou - Nanjing (About 3.5hrs)
- Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner This morning, we will cruise along the West
Lake and marvel at its beauty. Next, visit
Huagang Guanyu viewing Fish at Flowers
Harbor, is one of ten top classic views of
Hangzhou West Lake highlighted with ﬂowers.
We will continue to taste delights in Jinling
Opera Square and take a stroll in the park.
Thereafter, proceed to Old Gate East, which is
one of the Core functional areas of Fuzimiao.

DAY 4
Nanjing

- Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner After breakfast, we will visit The Presidential
Palace in Nanjing, Jiangsu, housed the Ofﬁce of
the President of the Republic of China since
1927 until the capital was relocated to Taipei in
1949. Next, proceed to Dong Shui Guan Ming
City Wall, it is the longest remaining city wall in
China. It is a constant reminder of its former
glories, and today it remains in good condition

and has been well preserved. In the evening,
enjoy a sumptuous Shangri-La's luxury
Chinese and Western buffet dinner. Head to
Fuzimiao, the biggest traditional ancient street
market in China, and enjoy the night scenery of
the Qinhuai River.
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DAY 5

Nanjing - Wuxi

(About 2.5hrs)
- Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner Start the day with a visit to Sun Yat-sen's
Mausoleum, Sun Yat-sen is considered to be
the “Father of Modern China” in both mainland
China and Taiwan. He fought against the
imperial Qing government and became the
founder of China after the 1911 revolution
ended the monarchy. Next, proceed to
Yuantouzhu, Turtle Head Island, it is endowed
with gorgeous natural scenery of Taihu Lake,
with green hills and clear water. The gardens of
Yuantouzhu were ﬁrst constructed in the late
nineteenth century. Then, visit Chong’an
Temple. It is a bustling area split into different
zones - antique jewelry zone, snack zone,
folklore show, activities zone, brand clothing
zone, and leisure zone.
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DAY 6

Wuxi - Shanghai

(About 2hrs)
- Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner Today we will visit The Bund, the area along the
river faces the modern skyscrapers of Lujiazui in
the Pudong District. It is one of the most famous
tourist destinations in Shanghai. Building
heights are restricted in the area. Enjoy your
shopping spree at Nanjing Road, the world's
longest shopping district, around 5.5 km long,
and attracts over 1 million visitors daily. Next, we
will visit City God Temple, a folk temple located
in the old city of Shanghai. It commemorates the
elevation of Shanghai to municipal status and is
the site of the veneration of three Chinese
ﬁgures honored as the city gods of the town.

DAY 7

7

DAY 8

Shanghai ✈ Singapore

- Breakfast Free at leisure till we transfer to the Guilin
Airport for the ﬂight back to Singapore. We
hope you had a memorable vacation with ASA
Holidays and thank you for your support!
Optional Tour:
A) The Song and Dance Show of Songcheng +
Oriental Pearl 2 balls + Hanging sightseeing
gallery + Afternoon tea =650 RMB;
B) Huangpu River Night Cruise: 200 RMB;
C) Time Tunnel + Tianzifang: 200 RMB
D) Shanghai Disney Land day tour（Including
Entrance ticket (except weekend, Statutory
holidays, July- August) + Round trip
transfer): 650 RMB (GV 10 to go)

Shanghai

- Breakfast Free at leisure. Including hotel and breakfast
only.

Note:
1. In the event of local religious festivals, unforeseen circumstances and/or bad weather
conditions, the sequence of the itinerary may be changed or altered. Alternative attractions
will be substituted without prior notice and/or at short notice in order to ensure a smoother
journey and tour.
2. All bookings will be subjected to terms and conditions as stipulated in this brochure.
3. Admission and entrance ticket will be included as stated in the itinerary.
4. Minimum group size of 10 passengers is required for a confirmed departure. Group size of 9
and below will solely be at the discretion of ASA Holidays and passengers need to accept
other arrangement related to the tour.
5. Tour is conducted in Mandarin.
6. All hotel ratings are based on local standards. In the event that hotel stated is unavailable, it

will be replaced by another hotel of similar standards.
7. During major events, accommodation may not be in the city mentioned
8. ASA Holidays recommends you to buy travel insurance for your travel to ensure coverage.
9. All flights are subject to change without prior notice by the airline.
10. In the event of discrepancies between English and Chinese itinerary, please refer to Chinese
version.
11. Room types are based on run of the house and allocated by respective hotels. ASA Holidays
will not be responsible for the differences of the room allocated.
12 Participation of optional tours will be at passengers’ own choice and expenses.
13. Gratuity: A nominal fee of RMB25 person / per day will be given to the guide & driver in
reciprocation for the service rendered.e.g.8 days =Rmb200/P.

